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How To Do Everything with Your iPODMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Do more -- and have more fun -- than you ever thought possible with Apple's portable jukebox and this easy-to-use guide. Not only will you be able to play music, but you will learn to find, download, and organize your music to get the best sound, use cool accessories, and pick up little-known tips and tricks to enhance your overall iPod...
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Advances in Lithium-Ion BatteriesSpringer, 2002

	In the decade since the introduction of the first commercial lithium-ion battery research and development on virtually every aspect of the chemistry and engineering of these systems has proceeded at unprecedented levels. This book is a snapshot of the state-of-the-art and where the work is going in the near future. The book is intended not...
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Hacking and Securing iOS Applications: Stealing Data, Hijacking Software, and How to Prevent ItO'Reilly, 2012

	Data is stolen; this is no uncommon occurrence. The electronic information age has made the theft of data a very lucrative occupation. Whether it’s phishing scams or largescale data breaches, criminals stand to greatly benefit from electronic crimes, making their investment well worth the risk. When I say that this occurrence is not...
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Book Yourself Solid Illustrated: The Fastest, Easiest, and Most Reliable System for Getting More Clients Than You Can Handle Even if You Hate Marketing and SellingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A visual way to easily access the strategies and tactics in Book Yourself Solid


	Learning new concepts is easier when you can see the solution. Book Yourself Solid Illustrated, a remarkable, one-of-a-kind work of art, transforms the Book Yourself Solid system into a more compelling and...
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Beginning HTML5 Media: Make the most of the new video and audio standards for the WebApress, 2015

	Beginning HTML5 Media, Second Edition is a comprehensive introduction to HTML5 video and audio. The HTML5 video standard enables browsers to support audio and video elements natively. This makes it very easy for web developers to publish audio and video, integrating both within the general presentation of web pages. For example,...
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Test iOS Apps with UI Automation: Bug Hunting Made EasyPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	If you're an iOS developer or QA professional tapping through an app to reproduce bugs or performance issues you thought were solved two releases ago, then this is your book. Learn how to script the user interface, assert correct behavior, stub external dependencies, reproduce performance problems, organize test code for the long haul,...
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Photonic Waveguide Components on Silicon Substrate: Modeling and Experiments (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2019

	This book focuses on the design and development of SU-8 polymer and silicon waveguide-based devices using the effective index based matrix method. Various fabrication techniques like laser direct writing (LDW), Focused Ion Beam (FIB) and optical lithography are discussed. FIB lithography has been explored for photonic-crystal structures on...
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Zero Configuration Networking: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2005
It used to be that two laptops, sitting side by side, couldn't communicate with each other; they may as well have been a thousand miles apart.  But that was then, before the advent of Zero Configuration Networking technology.  This amazing cross-platform open source technology automatically connects electronic devices on a...
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Essential Windows Phone 7.5: Application Development with Silverlight (Microsoft Windows Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2011


	I have never owned a PalmPilot. But I have owned palmtops and smartphones.

	I dived into writing software for a plethora of different devices but

	never got very far. My problem was that the story of getting software onto

	the phones was chaotic and I didn’t see how the marketing of software

	for phones would lead to a...
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Android Phones For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Your full-color guide to all the things you need to know about your Android phone


	Congratulations on your new phone, and welcome to the world of Android! Whether you're an old hat looking to make sense of a new model or a newbie who's too afraid to even take it out of the box, this fun and friendly guide arms you...
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Beginning C# Game Programming (Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2004
Are you ready to try your hand at programming games using C#? "Beginning C# Game Programming" is your ideal introductory guide?designed to jumpstart your experience with C# and DirectX 9. It includes the fundamental topics you?ll need to know and covers additional topics that you?ll find helpful along the way. Begin with a comprehensive...
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Configuring Sonicwall FirewallsSyngress Publishing, 2006
Every enterprise requires at least one firewall to provide the backbone for its network
security architecture. Firewalls are the core component of your network’s security.
The risks today have greatly increased, so the call for a stronger breed of firewall
has been made. In the past, simple packet-filtering firewalls allowing...
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